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ABOUT THE AWARDS
The Educational Publishing Awards Australia celebrate 24 years of excellence in 
educational publishing in Australia

‘Education in all its forms is commonly recognised as a source of 
competitive advantage for Australia, and is a prominent and growing 
part of Australia’s exports. Education publishers are not just publishers 
of books, but experts in effective learning. They constitute key parts of 
education delivery systems, and are key contributors to an emerging 
innovation economy.’

Value of Australian Educational Publishing Exports, Final Report,  
Sapere Research Group, in association with Copyright Agency, November 2016. 

Organised by the Australian Publishers Association, the Educational 
Publishing Awards Australia celebrate excellence in educational 
publishing. Generously supported by our long-standing major 
sponsor, Copyright Agency, these awards recognise and reward 
the work of educational publishers in all sectors, including Primary, 
Secondary, TAFE and Vocational, and Tertiary education.

Now in their 24th year, the awards continue to exemplify the work 
publishers devote to producing world-class, innovative educational 
content for Australian educators and students.

Judging of the awards is a rigorous process for the Chief Judge and 
21 sector judges. This year the panel was responsible for judging a total 
of 111 entries across 22 categories, which culminated in the selection of 
the shortlisted and winning titles presented in this catalogue.

The Educational Publishing Awards Australia was founded in 1994 
and was originally judged by a panel of educators under the auspices 
of the Teaching Resources and Textbook Research Unit (TREAT) at 
the University of Sydney.

Today, the awards are judged by experienced educational publishing 
professionals and practicing educators under the direction of 
Chief Judge, Angela Carbone, Director of Education Excellence, 
Monash University. We would like to thank Angela and all judges for 
contributing their time and expertise.

Primary & Secondary Publisher of the Year
Sponsored by Copyright Agency

The Primary Publisher of the Year and the Secondary Publisher of the 
Year are also awarded at the Educational Publishing Awards Australia 
celebration. Primary and secondary school educators and educational 
booksellers vote for these awards. Every year for the past three years, 
the number of customers who vote has increased.

It means a lot to publishing companies and their teams to win the 
Primary or Secondary Publisher of the Year because it is recognition 
of the contribution of every individual who works in the business and 
in all facets of the business – writing, publishing, editorial, eLearning, 
content management, production, sales, marketing, customer service, 
customer support, distribution and more. Given that customers vote 
for this award, it is highly valued by the publishing industry. It tells 
us that it’s not just carefully crafted content that matters, but every 
interaction with a customer, no matter how big or small. Publishers 
value the award most for what it reveals to them – that the work they 
do, and how they do it, really does make a difference in the lives of 
students and educators.
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Cultural Fund will get  
your big, creative ideas  
off the ground.

The Copyright Agency’s Cultural  
Fund supports publishers’ big ideas. 

Applications are now open, closing 
Monday 9 October, 2017. 

copyright.com.au

An initiative of the Copyright Agency



THE AUSTRALIAN PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

The Australian Publishers Association (APA) is the peak national body responsible for 
representing the Australian publishing industry and for promoting the importance of the 
published word to the educational, social, cultural and intellectual life of Australia.

An advocate, collaborator, advisor and educator, the APA represents a diverse array of 
publishing businesses: big and small, commercial and non-profit, popular and academic, 
large multinational and local independent.

The APA is governed by a board of directors and six Sectional Committees that cover the 
different sectors of the industry: Schools Educational, Tertiary and Professional, Scholarly and 
Journals, Trade, Children’s, and Independent Publishers. Across the whole industry, publishers 
play a central role in the life of the country, serving the cultural, entertainment and educational 
needs of Australians. 

The APA is also responsible for the Australian industry’s online lookup service, Title 
Page, used by over 3000 booksellers and libraries to obtain free access to current price, 
availability and stock information that is updated daily by publishers.



MEET THE KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Adrian Rhodes 
Director
SchoolS induStry PartnerShiP

Adrian commenced his career as a Primary School 
Teacher in Victoria and in a remote Aboriginal 
community school in Western Australia. He then went 
on to work as a community development facilitator 
and partnership broker in Australia and overseas and 
as a Vocational Education & Training (VET) consultant 
and trainer in Sydney.

Before joining Schools Industry Partnership, he 
ran his own consultancy business and worked with 
like-minded not-for-profit organisations in the 
Sydney region, where he was responsible for the 
development and brokering of various successful 
partnership initiatives with local schools, communities 
and businesses aimed at assisting young people to 
make successful transitions and  to develop their 
full potential.

Adrian is a member of the international Partnership 
Brokers Association, the Asia-Pacific Partnership 
Brokers Network and the NSW Justices Association.



The Inspiring the Future campaign connects schools with volunteers 
from the world of work in order to broaden future horizons and 
enhance the aspirations of students. 

Volunteers from archaeologists to zoologists, CEOs to apprentices 
offer to spare at least one hour a year to visit schools to speak 
informally with young people about their job, their industry and 
how they got there. They may also assist schools in other ways, such 
as presenting at careers fairs, providing job interview practice for 
students, and linking school learning with workplace applications. 
The campaign has also led to the formation of ongoing partnerships 
between schools and other organisations. 

INSPIRING THE FUTURE AUSTRALIA

Inspiring the Future Australia national launch

Inspiring the Future career speed networking, UK

Teachers connect with volunteers through a secure website, selecting 
and inviting people who best meet the needs of their students from 
a range of sectors and professions. When volunteers complete their 
short online profile, they indicate which regions they are willing to visit 
and select a number of areas of expertise that might be of interest to 
students, such as apprenticeships, enterprise, mathematics, financial 
literacy, languages, engineering and technology, and so on. 

There are over 37,000 volunteers and 
over 11,000 registered schools in the UK



Inspiring the Future is based on 
research that proved that the more 
contact a young person has with 
employers and people from the 
workforce during their school years, the 
less likely they are to be unemployed 
when they leave school.

Inspiring the Future originated in the UK in 2012 as the flagship 
volunteering platform of the Education and Employers Taskforce 
(now called the Education and Employers Charity). It is based on 
research that proved that the more contact a young person has with 
employers and people from the workforce during their school years, 
the less likely they are to be unemployed when they leave school. 
They also discovered that 95% of young people would like employers 
to be more involved in providing advice and guidance about careers 
and jobs.

In the UK, Inspiring the Future has over 37,300 registered volunteers 
and more than 11,500 registered primary and secondary schools and 
colleges. Over 190,000 invitations have been sent by teachers, which 
has resulted in well over 1 million connections between volunteers 
and students. It is no wonder that Inspiring the Future has attracted 
considerable international interest from areas as diverse as China, the 
U.S., Australia, the United Arab Emirates, Italy, Spain, Kenya and the 
Isle of Man.

Schools Industry Partnership (SIP), a Sydney-based not-for-
profit organisation, has recently partnered with the Education and 
Employers Charity to roll out the Inspiring the Future program across 
Australia for the first time, building on the program's success in the 
UK. SIP has over 20 years’ experience in supporting the successful 
transitions of students from school to further education, training and 
employment through government-funded programs, and is launching 
Inspiring the Future in Australia primarily using its own resources.

An Inspiring the Future Australia volunteer at a school
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Inspiring the Future asks volunteers 
from apprentices to CEOs, 
archaeologists to zoologists, to pledge 
one hour a year to talk to young 
people about their job, career and the 
education route that they took. 

Inspiring the Future Australia was officially launched in April 2017 
by NSW Education Minister Rob Stokes, and now has over 300 
registered volunteers and 170 registered teachers, along with 20 
registered associations and 30 registered employers. The UK 
organisation began with similar numbers, and SIP expects to replicate 
the UK’s level of success through the support and involvement of 
organisations, governments and concerned individuals in every state 
and territory. A number of pilot events took place during the first half 
of 2017, mainly in Sydney, in order to raise the profile of the campaign 
and encourage more stakeholders to become involved. Inspiring the 
Future Australia is also planning to launch various sub-campaigns 
including Inspiring Futures for Young Women, Primary Future 
(for primary schools) and Inspiring Apprentices. 

Inspiring the Future Australian volunteer (President of Engineers 
Australia NSW/ ACT) at a career speed networking event

Inspiring the Future Australian volunteer undertaking a mock 
interview at a school

For more information visit: www.inspiringthefuture.org.au



PRIMARY
Student Resource – Mathematics (Numeracy)

Problem-solving Strategies and Skills
R.I.C. Publications



CATEGORY WINNER

Oxford Maths Student and Assessment Books
Annie Facchinetti, Brian Murray 
oxford univerSity PreSS

Oxford Maths Student Books and Assessment Books have a clear, attractive  
and functional design. They offer comprehensive curriculum coverage and a  
sound pedagogical approach in an accessible and engaging student book format.



PRIMARY
Student Resource – Arts/Science/Humanities/Social Sciences/
Technologies/Health & Physical Education/Languages

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED
Double Helix Lessons
cSiro PubliShing in PartnerShiP with 
Stile education

The Gigantic Book of Genes
Lorna Hendry
wild dog bookS (on the louie & ted imPrint)

Our Stories: Sportsmanship
Net Brennan
black dog bookS, an imPrint of  
walker bookS auStralia



CATEGORY WINNER

Student Science Journals (Primary Connections)
Kathryn Carter, Julie Smith, Zach Holmes 
auStralian academy of Science

Student Science Journals are functional and accessible, incorporating  
hands-on activities and a collaborative approach, and allowing students to take 
ownership of their work. They are particularly helpful in building teachers’  
confidence and competence in teaching science.



PRIMARY
Student Resource – English (Literacy, Literature, Language)

 
COMMENDED
Team Reads
Maureen Hyland (Teacher Resource Book),  
Various authors (Student Books)
macmillan education auStralia

The Weird and Wonderful World of Words
Charles Hope
wild dog bookS



CATEGORY WINNER

Sound Waves Online
Barbara Murray, Terri Watson
firefly education Pty ltd

Sound Waves Online is a comprehensive digital program covering a phonemic 
approach to spelling. The program is unique and innovative. It is easy to use 
and supportive for teachers, and engaging for students.



PRIMARY
Teaching Resource

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED
Among the Gum Trees (Primary Connections)
kathryn carter, Julie Smith, Zach holmeS
Australian Academy of Science

PM Educational Toy Packs
Annette Smith, Beverley Randell, Debbie Croft
nelSon cengage

Springboard into Comprehension Assessment
Kay Kovalevs (Teacher Resource Book);  
Educational Assessment Australia, a division of 
UNSW Global (Assessment Content – Questions 
and Answers); Various authors (Survey & Focus Cards)
macmillan education auStralia



CATEGORY WINNER

Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard
Annie Facchinetti, Brian Murray
oxford univerSity PreSS

Oxford Maths Teacher Dashboard is a wholly digital resource that offers teachers 
comprehensive lesson plans with differentiated instruction, videos that address areas 
of potential difficulty and interactive teaching objects. It is accessible, easy to use and 
has a clear focus and purpose.



PRIMARY
Educational Picture or Chapter Book

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

Circle
Jeannie Baker
walker bookS auStralia

Amazing Australians in Their 
Flying Machines
Prue Mason, Kerry Mason,  
Tom Jellett
walker bookS auStralia

Yong
Janeen Brian
walker bookS auStralia

Nature Storybooks: Desert Lake
Pamela Freeman, Liz Anelli 
walker bookS auStralia



CATEGORY WINNER

Welcome to Country
Joy Murphy, Lisa Kennedy
black dog bookS, an imPrint of walker bookS auStralia

Welcome to Country offers students an authentic cultural experience from an 
indigenous author and illustrator. Beautifully written and illustrated, it is a great 
starting point for the exploration of indigenous culture.



PRIMARY
Adaptation (Student or Teacher Resource)

Twinkl Australia website
Rebecca Usherwood, Lauren Kan, Louise Scott et al.
twinkl educational PubliShing



CATEGORY WINNER

Bug Club: Plays to Read
Julia Donaldson et al.
PearSon auStralia

Bug Club: Plays to Read is a series of 65 plays, some created entirely in Australia 
and others that have been versioned for the Australian market. This engaging and 
flexible series also offers a meaningful digital component, with innovative use of audio 
to help readers interact with the content.



PRIMARY
Outstanding Digital Resource



CATEGORY WINNER

Double Helix Lessons
cSiro PubliShing in PartnerShiP with Stile education

Double Helix Lessons is an innovative and unique offering in an important subject 
area. It is attractive, engaging and accessible, and supports the teaching of science 
through high-interest content and authentic experiences.

SPONSORED BY



MEET OUR JUDGES

Debbi Barnes
Publisher, Secondary
nelSon learning

Debbi has experience in both trade and 
educational publishing. She has worked 
in-house and as a freelancer. She has 
been a production controller, editor, 
development editor and publisher and 
has worked at Jacaranda, Harcourt, 
Heinemann UK and Cengage Learning 
and lectured at Deakin University. 
Debbi currently publishes in health 
& physical education and design 
& technology. Debbi nurtures her 
authors and is passionate about working 
with a team to produce the best 
possible products that are both useful 
and easy to use. 

David Caust
Teacher
taylorS lakeS Secondary college

David’s eclectic training in media, art, 
dance and choreography inevitably 
lead to a teaching career in the arts. 
He now teaches VCE Studio Arts 
(Photography) and middle years 
Visual and Media Arts at Taylors Lakes 
Secondary College (where he was also 
eLearning Leader for many years). 
David has a special interest in art 
theory and philosophy. When he gets 
the time (which is never) he maintains 
his own studio practice in painting 
and photography.

Giulietta Costa
Educational Designer
monaSh univerSity

Giulietta is the lead Educational 
Designer for the Continuing Education 
Excellence Development (CEED) 
program at Monash University. 
This university-wide program provides 
staff with immediately transferable 
practical skills, reflects best teaching 
practice and aims to provide enhanced 
learning experiences to Monash 
students. Giulietta is dedicated to 
producing high-quality courseware; 
balancing appropriate use of 
technology with learning methodology. 
An accomplished creative professional 
across multiple design disciplines, 
her work pushes visual and experiential 
boundaries while delivering high-quality 
learning outcomes.

Angela Carbone
Associate Professor and Director of 
Education Excellence
monaSh univerSity

Angela replaces the late Professor 
Mike Horsley, who co-founded the 
awards and was Chief Judge from their 
inception in 1994.
Angela brings more than 25 years of 
experience to the role and a number 
of accomplishments, including winning 
the highly prestigious Prime Minister’s 
Award for University Teacher of the 
Year in 1998. She has a track record 
for driving transformational change 
focused on achieving academic 
excellence, and is an active member 
of the academic community, 
including chairing panels for awards 
at the Australian government and 
institutional levels.

CHIEF JUDGE 



MEET OUR JUDGES

Scott Halligan
Commissioning Editor, Education
cambridge univerSity PreSS

Scott has a background in mathematics 
and history and has worked in trade 
and education publishing since 
2010. He joined CUP in 2013 as 
Mathematics Development Editor 
after a short stint as a keg jockey in 
a brewery. He now manages a range 
of Cambridge’s print and digital 
mathematics resources and works 
with some outstanding authors and 
teachers. Apart from commissioning 
books, he likes playing in bands and 
learning Italian.

Fiona Hammond
Senior Publishing Editor,  
Higher Education
cengage

Fiona Hammond is the Senior 
Publishing Editor in Higher Education 
at Cengage. She has worked in the 
publishing industry for 13 years and 
has been with Cengage for nine years. 
She began in publishing as a sales 
representative in higher education sales 
at Pearson Education and moved across 
to publishing at Cengage in 2008. 
This is her second time as a member 
of the judging panel.

Anna Jones
Managing Editor
firefly education

Anna began her career as a secondary 
English and history teacher and has 
taught in both Australia and overseas.
Since joining Firefly Education 
in 2010 she has worked on a 
range of educational products for 
primary schools in both print and 
digital formats.

Margie Dela Cruz
Senior Commissioning Editor, 
Education
cambridge univerSity PreSS

Margie has been working in educational 
publishing for over eight years. She has 
worked on a variety of secondary print 
and digital resources in subject areas 
including English and humanities, 
using her knowledge of pedagogy and 
curriculum to further support the 
needs of students and teachers. She is 
committed to producing innovative 
resources, while meeting the needs 
of the market and current trends in 
technology, with a focus on putting the 
learner back at the centre of education.



MEET OUR JUDGES

Shirley Melissas
Development Editor
PearSon

Shirley is an experienced teacher 
with over thirty years of experience 
in primary and secondary education. 
She has been involved in authoring 
text and digital resources for the 
Australian Curriculum for history and 
geography. With teaching colleague 
Lesley Burgess, she co-authored and 
delivered presentations on information 
literacy for staff teaching primary 
to Year 10. Shirley has worked as a 
development editor for the past three 
years in humanities and in science.

Patrick O’Duffy
Commissioning Editor, Secondary
macmillan education

Patrick has worked in the education 
publishing industry for more than a 
decade. Prior to joining Macmillan 
Education in 2016, he was the 
Publisher for the Australian Council 
for Educational Research, producing 
assessment and teaching resources. 
He also worked at Cambridge 
University Press for seven years in 
sales, development and commissioning 
roles. His focus is on effective 
pedagogy, instructional design and 
producing resources that genuinely 
meet students’ and teachers’ needs.

Brent Ramsay
Publishing Manager
Jacaranda

Since joining Wiley in 2009, Brent has 
held roles in digital design production 
and digital product development, and 
is currently the Publishing Manager 
for Jacaranda, Wiley’s secondary 
publishing division. Brent is committed 
to improving teaching and learning 
outcomes by driving high-quality 
content development with emerging 
technologies to produce innovative 
resources, supportive and relevant to 
the 21st-century learner.

Sophie Matta
Content and Learning Specialist, 
Primary Mathematics
PearSon

Sophie has worked in educational 
publishing for over 25 years. She began 
her career at Addison Wesley Longman 
and Oxford University Press as an 
editor and managing editor, before 
moving to write and edit educational 
publications for the Great Barrier Reef 
Marine Park Authority. Sophie then 
spent 10 years with the International 
Baccalaureate (UK) as an editor and 
manager of IB co-publishing ventures 
with commercial publishers. Since 
her return to Australia, Sophie has 
concentrated on developing Pearson’s 
primary mathematics resources.



MEET OUR JUDGES

Katie Ridsdale

Katie has worked as a Publisher in the 
Higher Education Division at Oxford 
University Press for over 14 years. 
She began her publishing career as 
the Commissioning Editor for Law 
at OUP, developing the fledging law 
textbook list. For the past five years, 
Katie has been the Senior Publisher for 
Teacher Education. She has loved the 
challenge of publishing quality print 
and digital resources to meet the needs 
of future teachers.
Katie recently left OUP to spend more 
time with her young family.

Jessica Sautner
STEM Outreach
deakin univerSity

Jessica worked as a microbiologist and 
laboratory coordinator for 10 years 
before moving into STEM education. 
After teaching for several years she fell 
in love with STEM outreach, running 
programs such as the Primary Industry 
Centre for Science Education with 
Federation University and LEAP into 
Science with Monash University. 
She now works where she studied her 
science degree; Deakin University. 
She relishes working with schools and 
teachers to make STEM exciting and 
accessible for all students.

Nina Sharpe 
Senior Commissioning Editor, 
Academic
cambridge univerSity PreSS

Nina’s career in the publishing industry 
began in 2002 in the role of Publishing 
Assistant at Oxford University Press. 
Always working in the academic/higher 
education sector of the business, she 
worked with Cengage Learning and 
John Wiley & Sons before moving 
to Cambridge University Press five 
years ago. Nina has experience 
publishing for many different 
subject areas including law, nursing 
and education. 

Kristen Richards
Publisher – Secondary,  
School Publishing
oxford univerSity PreSS

In her role as publisher at Oxford 
University Press, Kristen has developed 
and worked on a range of print and 
digital resources for a variety of 
subjects including mathematics, 
science and humanities. She is 
passionate about creating innovative 
resources that engage students and 
better equip teachers to support 
different styles of learning.



MEET OUR JUDGES

Alan Stewart
Senior Editor (Mathematics); 
Publisher, Secondary
nelSon cengage

Alan has a background in chemical 
engineering, and worked for a number 
of years as a freelance answer checker 
and then editor. Moving in-house 
he worked as a maths/science 
secondary editor at Harcourt, and 
subsequently Pearson. At Cengage 
he has championed the Nelson Senior 
Mathematics for the Australian 
Curriculum series. Currently he is a 
senior editor, as well as a publisher for 
website materials.

Norma Angeloni Tomaras
Portfolio Manager,  
Vocational Education APAC
mcgraw-hill education

Norma brings 16 years’ experience to 
educational publishing having worked 
in both sales and product roles at 
McGraw-Hill Education, John Wiley 
& Sons and Cengage Learning. In her 
current role, Norma works across a 
wide range of subject areas within 
the vocational education division at 
McGraw-Hill Education for the APAC 
region. Committed to understanding 
the needs of customers, she is 
passionate about unlocking the full 
potential of students through engaging, 
intuitive and effective resources.

Annabel Smith
Managing Editor, Primary
nelSon cengage

Annabel has had more than 12 years’ 
experience in the publishing industry, in 
both trade and educational publishing. 
Starting her career at Lothian Books, 
she had the privilege of working on 
many leading children’s picture books. 
She then edited a range of children’s 
titles at Hachette Australia, before 
joining Cengage in 2010. Annabel was 
a Senior Editor at Cengage before 
becoming Managing Editor of Primary, 
where she works on a variety of print 
and digital resources for both the local 
and export markets.

The Chief Judge and Judging Organisers thank Libby Kempton and Kate Northam for the time they spent assessing resources, 
although unfortunately they were unable to participate in final judging. Thanks also to Annie Facchinetti who stepped in at the 
last moment to provide advice to the primary judging panel.

Emma Short
Senior Publisher – Primary,  
School Publishing 
oxford univerSity PreSS

Emma began her publishing career 
more than 20 years ago at Mimosa 
Publications. Since then, she has 
worked in a variety of roles across 
editorial, publishing and export sales 
at The Five Mile Press and Cengage 
Learning. Emma joined Oxford 
University Press in 2013 after working 
as a freelance editor and teacher aide, 
while caring for her young daughter. 
Today she contributes to a range of 
print and digital titles for F–6 students, 
and is passionate about supporting 
educational opportunities for children.
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SECONDARY
Student Resource – Junior – Mathematics/Science

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED
ScienceWorld for the Victorian Curriculum
Peter Saffin, Peter Stannard, Ken Williamson et al.
macmillan education auStralia

Pearson Mathematics 2nd Edition
Jennifer Nolan, Geoff Phillips, Noel Davies et al.
PearSon auStralia



CATEGORY WINNER

Pearson Science 2nd Edition Student Books  
and Activity Books
Greg Rickard, Malcolm Parsons, Jacinta Devlin et al.
PearSon auStralia

Pearson Science 2nd Edition comprises student books, activity books and Pearson 
eBook access as a complete package. Supported by an extensive number of learning 
resources, the series integrates STEM in an engaging and accessible manner and 
encourages an understanding of science in context. The judging panel was particularly 
impressed by the Step Up chapters, which provide the opportunity to launch 
students into the senior years.



HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

 
COMMENDED

Health and Physical Education 
for the Australian Curriculum
Glenn Amezdroz, Sue Dickens, 
Jo Butterworth et al.
cambridge univerSity PreSS

Inspired English
Susie May, Purnima 
Ruanglertbutr
macmillan education 
auStralia

Oxford MyEnglish 7 to 9 
Victorian Curriculum
Rachel Williams, Michael Horne
oxford univerSity PreSS

Pearson Geography NSW
Grant Kleeman, David Hamper, 
Helen Rhodes et al.
PearSon auStralia

Practice IT for the 
Australian Curriculum
Greg Bowden, Kerryn Maguire 
cambridge univerSity PreSS

Student Resource – Junior – English/Humanities/Languages/Arts/
Technologies/Health & Physical Education

SECONDARY



Jacaranda Geoactive 1 and 2 NSW Australian Curriculum 
Geography Stage 4, 4th Edition
Louise Swanson, Nicole Gray, Karen Bowden et al.
Jacaranda

Jacaranda Geoactive 1 and 2 NSW Australian Curriculum is an attractive 
publication with a good balance of print and digital material. The book is easy to 
navigate and comprehensively covers the syllabus, using up-to-date case studies. 
There is an extensive amount of content. Of specific interest is the inquiry sequence 
and approach, how the publication encourages active learning and the focus on skills 
and topographic maps.

CATEGORY WINNER



SECONDARY
Student Resource – Senior – Mathematics/Science

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

 
COMMENDED

Nelson VCE Specialist Mathematics 
Units 3 & 4
Sue Garner, Greg Neal, George 
Dimitriadis et al.
nelSon cengage

Nelson Biology VCE
Sarah Jones, Pam Borger, Tony Chiovitti et al.
nelSon cengage



CATEGORY WINNER

Nelson Psychology VCE 
Helene van Iersel, Kenna Bradley, Kristy Kendall et al.
nelSon cengage

Nelson Psychology VCE is an attractive, thoughtfully designed resource that closely 
reflects the curriculum in content, structure and spirit. Offering a student book, 
student activity manual and access to digital resources, the series is well-written and 
up-to-date. With a strong emphasis on research methods and exam preparation,  
the judges felt it was both rigorous and accessible.



 
COMMENDED

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

Living Religion 5th Edition
Janet Morrissey, Adam Taylor, 
Greg Bailey et al.
nelSon cengage

HTAV Revolutions series 
Tom Ryan, Lauren Perfect,  
Scott Sweeney et al.
hiStory teacherS’ aSSociation of 
victoria (htav)

Key Concepts in VCE Business 
Management Units 1–4, 4th Edition
Stephen Chapman et al. 
Jacaranda

Religion and Society
Mary Tuohy, Damien Green,  
Shayndel Samuel et al.
nelSon cengage

Student Resource – Senior – English/Humanities/Languages/Arts/
Technologies/Health & Physical Education

SECONDARY



HTAV Twentieth Century series 
Geraldine Carrodus, Luke Cashman, Natalie Shephard et al.
hiStory teacherS’ aSSociation of victoria (htav)

Pearson English VCE
Mark Stracey, Leanne Matheson, Jo Ryan et al.
PearSon auStralia

HTAV Twentieth Century series is an extremely comprehensive reference resource 
that is rich in sources, stimulus and media resources. The very well designed text 
makes the substantial content accessible. The activities and exam practice questions 
will be of great assistance to senior students.

Pearson English VCE is a truly flexible series of resources that allows teacher and 
students to customise to their needs – especially around the smaller ‘pick-and-mix’ 
style books and accompanying eBooks. The content is extremely accessible for all 
students, with scaffolding and model essay writing. The series is written to the Study 
Design to encourage exam success.

CATEGORY WINNER



SECONDARY
Teaching Resource

 
COMMENDED
The Artful English Teacher
Erika Boas, Susan Gazis
auStralian aSSociation for the teaching of 
engliSh (aate)

Geography NSW Syllabus for the Australian 
Curriculum Interactive Teacher Edition
Kate Thompson (Series Editor) and various authors 
cambridge univerSity PreSS



CATEGORY WINNER

Pearson Science 2nd Edition Teacher Companions
Rochelle Manners, Greg Rickard, Malcolm Parsons et al.
PearSon auStralia

Pearson Science 2nd Edition Teacher Companion is a print product that delivers 
a wealth of teacher support and lesson preparation to accompany every spread of 
the corresponding student book. Providing an in-depth range of learning strategies, 
practical activities and guidance for teaching STEM, the companion supports the 
full implementation of both the Australian and Victorian curriculums. Advice from 
literacy and differentiation experts to support a range of learning styles is a valuable 
addition to this resource.



SECONDARY
Reference Resource

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

 
COMMENDED

A+ Study Guides for VCE
Various authors
nelSon cengage

Australian Schoolmate Oxford  
Dictionary & Thesaurus 6th Edition
oxford univerSity PreSS

Get Ahead in Grammar
Anne Quill, Anne Townsend
nelSon cengage



CATEGORY WINNER

The Invisible War: A Tale on Two Scales
Briony Barr, Dr Gregory Crocetti, Ailsa Wild et al.
Scale free network

The Invisible War is an innovative graphic novel that engages teenagers and adults 
alike. Set during World War I, the story follows an army nurse as she battles to save 
Australian soldiers’ lives, and then her own as she contracts dysentery.  
Set on a macroscopic and microscopic level, this is a revolutionary approach 
to cross- curricular learning (science and history) and contains a wealth of 
extension material. The judges were in full agreement of their praise for this 
remarkable resource.



SECONDARY
Outstanding Digital Resource



SPONSORED BY

CATEGORY WINNER

Jacaranda Geoactive 1 and 2 NSW Australian Curriculum 
Geography Stage 4, 4th Edition
Louise Swanson, Nicole Gray, Karen Bowden et al.
Jacaranda

A reliable digital platform that is easy to navigate and delivers a rich media resource 
with complete syllabus coverage. The Geography SkillBuilder develops students’ 
geographic and inquiry skills and the interactive topographic maps develop mapping 
skills. Other useful features include group collaboration in ProjectsPLUS, additional 
case studies, questions with immediate feedback and progress and performance 
tracking and results though MyWorld Atlas.
Teachers should find it easy to navigate and transition from student eBook to teacher 
eGuide in order to access teacher notes and support material.



Smarter Conversion Strategies and Delivery Mechanisms, 
Intelligent Workflow Automations & Tools, and Tactical Solutions 
to Production Challenges: these are the top essentials to address 
the growth prospects, changes, and latest trends in the global 
content publishing market, which is witnessing huge transformations. 
As the publishing landscape has evolved, so have we at diacriTech 
(a leading Publishing Solutions provider for Content Transformation 
& Digital Content Services—specializing in the Education, Scientific, 
Technical, and Medical [STM], and Trade industry) through developing 
effective niche content strategies. Read on to understand how we 
operate in the hybrid world of print and digital by balancing technology 
and knowledge perspectives: to serve the top segment of the largest 
publishing groups worldwide.

Future-proofing is imperative to the digital disruption caused by 
mobiles. It is no surprise that mobile is the fastest growing media 
platform in today’s increasingly connected world of disruptive 
technologies and digital-savvy consumers. What is important to keep 
in mind is the larger opportunity available for capitalizing the demand 
for high-value communication.

At diacriTech, we help publishers do just that: succeed in the move 
beyond print to digital, and also sustain longer term future growth by 
handling everything from simple eBooks that are identical to their 
printed counterparts to eBooks that are apps in their own right using 
Augmented/Virtual Reality technologies. As consumer demands drive 
changes in publishing formats, our digital strategy ensures that the 
needs of publishers are met across all channels, geographies, and even 
the type of device used—ranging from laptops and smartphones to 
portable tablets.

Integrating day-to-day editorial workflow activities using a 
standardized approach is critical to improving productivity and 
simplifying business processes. At diacriTech, our cloud-based 
proprietary enterprise resource planning (ERP) platform, Functional 
Management System (FMS) has been specially effective in 
streamlining production tasks and ensuring workflow adherence by 
linking all the stages and resources involved in a completely digital 
process. It provides customers with real-time status information for 
all the projects in production.

X-Edit Pro: Next-level workflow management 
Taking digital publishing to the next level is X-Edit Pro—an entire 
digital publishing suite for the book and journal production workflow 
management. It is cloud based, supports both XML and HTML,  
and enables authoring to be integrated into the production workflow 
to ensure high-quality structured content right from the source, 
increased workflow efficiency, improved content consistency, 
and reduced version control errors. It delivers files in multiple 
output formats as well.

FUTURE PROOFING WITH DIACRITECH

From our sponsor



True automation 
Automation is the silver bullet to enhance the publishing workflow. 
Our true XML-first workflow InXML tool is capable of automating 
a majority of layout tasks related to pagination while leveraging  
Adobe InDesign’s capabilities for document composition. Better yet, 
the platform is agnostic to document type definition (DTD) and 
schema, and can use any client-specified mark-up language. It also 
supports simultaneous delivery of print, online, and EPUB files. 
This tool takes care of the many challenges accompanying complex 
style elements, an attribute common to design-oriented school texts 
with layouts built around pedagogical methodology. It eventually helps 
to alleviate a potentially higher workload incurred in the latter stages 
of production.

The best content or learning management system for publishers 
does not stop with the creation and management of content assets. 
Modularity, flexibility, customization, and the ability to refresh and 
reuse content from existing publications to meet the evolving needs 
of publishing deliver a host of advantages. This is what we offer besides 
content hosting, creation, authoring and accuracy checking, digital 
assets and rights management, content population/migration services 
for collaborative learning platforms, traditional LMS, or simply digital 
content hubs that share quality information and provide more relevant 
content experience in a number of ways.

New technologies mean new opportunities in creating a reality for 
the future of eLearning. Education in an augmented or virtual reality 
world is not just another fad. It is a revolutionary concept that brings 
untapped possibilities to teaching and learning with its advanced 
visualization and immersive capabilities. Many books and magazines 
have taken the reading engagement to the next level by creating a 
virtual animation of their pictures using the growing phenomenon of 
Augmented Reality. This not only increases the audience engagement, 
but also it adds a new dimension to the publisher’s revenue generation 
strategies. Taking this into account, we have developed significant 
expertise in devising Augmented, Virtual, and Mixed Reality solutions 
that offer immersive and realistic educational experiences. In addition, 
for publishers who are keen to create truly next-generation digital 
content, we provide the way forward. We help them to take full 
advantage of HTML5 digital capabilities starting from content 
development to interactive eBook creation services, including Flash to 
HTML5 transition.

Over the years we have come a long way on our digital publishing 
journey, providing solutions to production challenges, shaping digital 
workflows, and crafting immersive experiences in the educational 
space. We, with our customers’ support, hope to continue this journey 
delivering more and better content of the highest quality across digital 
and print platforms that stand testimony to outstanding educational 
value. We look forward to more opportunities to serve our existing and 
new customers.



An initiative of the Copyright Agency

Reading Australia —  
sharing our stories with 
teachers and students

We reach more than 10,000 teachers  
every month, with stories mapped  
to the curriculum.

Find out how your publishing 
company can be part of the  
Reading Australia story.

readingaustralia.com.au



AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST 
REGIONAL UNIVERSITY 
PROUD SUPPORTER OF THE  
EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING AWARDS

With over 35 000 students, 
20+ locations, 300+ TAFE 
and University qualifications, 
flexible study options, 
practical learning experiences 
and pathway options we 
deliver graduates who will  
be the leaders of tomorrow. CR
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TAFE & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Disability Support Worker 2nd Edition
Geoff Arnott
cengage

Teaching and Learning Resource 



CATEGORY WINNER

The Big Picture 4th Edition
Karen Kearns
cengage

A wide range of pedagogical elements encourage students to reflect on their learning 
and consider the connection between real-world theory and context.  
Perfectly designed to engage the early childhood market, with strong links to 
industry standards to support the transition to practice. Highly appropriate and 
meaningful use of each feature and design element. Alive, bright and fun – all you 
would expect of a resource in this market.



TAFE & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Student Resource 

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED
Connect Master Hospitality Travel and Tourism  
for Certificate II to Diploma
Donaldson et al.
mcgraw-hill education

Basic Building and Construction Skills 5th Edition
Edward Hawkins
cengage

Basic Plumbing Services Skills 3rd Edition
Dean Carter, Anthony Pingnam, Peter Wenning et al.
cengage



CATEGORY WINNER

The Road to Hospitality 4th Edition
Vivienne O’Shannessy, Dean Minett
cengage

Comprehensive coverage of content of core and most popular units with engaging 
visuals and content that reflects current hospitality design. Relevant and new 
employability skills and critical thinking connect students to real-life challenges.



TERTIARY (ADAPTATIONS)
Student Resource

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

Global Business Today
Charles Hill, Rumintha Wickramasekera, 
Peter Liesch et al.
mcgraw-hill education

Principles of Economics
Dean Karlan, Chris Bajada,  
Mark Melatos et al.
mcgraw-hill education



CATEGORY WINNER

Pharmacology in Nursing: Australian and New Zealand  
2nd Edition
Bonita Broyles, Barry Reiss, Gayle McKenzie et al.
cengage

Highly suitable for its intended market and with good integration of supporting 
digital resources in the core resource. The variety of visual and text with worked 
maths examples and tables make this resource a practical and trusted resource.



TERTIARY (ADAPTATIONS)
Teaching and Learning Resource

Essentials of Corporate Finance 4th Edition
Stephen A. Ross, Rowan Trayler, Gerhard Van De Venter et al.
mcgraw-hill education



CATEGORY WINNER

Understanding Research Methods for Evidence-based 
Practice in Health
Trisha M. Greenhalgh, John Bidewell, Elaine Crisp et al.
wiley auStralia

An engaging way to access an otherwise daunting subject area, this resource is 
innovative and alive with engaging 2D gamification and intuitive navigation.  
There is a personal connection with the authors via local Australian videos.



TERTIARY (WHOLLY AUSTRALIAN)
Scholarly Resource

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED
Australia’s Welfare Wars: The Players, the Politics  
and the Ideologies 3rd Edition 
Philip Mendes
unSw PreSS



CATEGORY WINNER

Mia Mia Aboriginal Community Development: 
Fostering Cultural Security 
Cheryl Kickett-Tucker (Editor) and various authors
cambridge univerSity PreSS

This publication is a real achievement in bringing together multidisciplinary topics 
and the rich diversity of voices from Aboriginal academics, community advocates 
and elders. A beautifully designed, well-structured and highly accessible scholarly 
resource for this market.



TERTIARY (WHOLLY AUSTRALIAN)
Student Resource

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

 
COMMENDED

Clinical Nursing Skills:  
An Australian Perspective
Jacqueline Bloomfield et al.
cambridge univerSity PreSS

Spelling It Out: How Words Work  
and How to Teach Them
Misty Adoniou
cambridge univerSity PreSS

Teaching Language in Context  
2nd Edition
Beverly Derewianka, Pauline Jones
oxford univerSity PreSS

Teaching Secondary Mathematics 
Gregory Hine et al.
cambridge univerSity PreSS



CATEGORY WINNER

Healthy Ageing and Aged Care
Maree Bernoth, Denise Winkler
oxford univerSity PreSS

The richness of the videos and quality of the case studies links the content to the 
real world and elevates and humanises this publication. The book puts people at 
the forefront. It gives the reader examples of how things play out in the world 
through a variety of media. Caring assessment and implications are focal points 
for the industry.



TERTIARY (WHOLLY AUSTRALIAN)
Teaching and Learning Resource



JOINT CATEGORY WINNERS

Company Law: An Interactive Approach
Ellie Chapple, Alex Wong, Richard Baumfield et al.
wiley auStralia

Study Smart
cengage, in collaboration with Smart SParrow

Company Law is a high-quality blended offering that meets all multi-modal delivery. 
This resource offers a more innovative approach using a wide range of video types 
that help students gain a deep grounded knowledge. This company law resource will 
shake up the market.

Study Smart is an innovative teaching and learning resource for finance students 
and instructors. The product is standalone, innovative and solves a problem for the 
intended market. This is an example of a resource that works – visually, intuitively, 
pedagogically. You feel immediately comfortable with what you are reading and 
where you are going using the seamless navigation. Extremely impressive.



TERTIARY & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Outstanding Digital Resource



CATEGORY WINNER

This resource is an engaging way to access an otherwise daunting subject, bringing 
it alive with engaging 2D gamification and intuitive navigation. An authentic human 
touch is provided by local Australian author videos. As a user you feel confident that 
you are being taken on a unique, bespoke learner journey.

Branched animations are a novel feature of the resource, allowing the user to 
determine the content direction. Notetaking and chat functions accompany the 
content, offering tools for student engagement and to stimulate discussion.

Understanding Research Methods for Evidence-based 
Practice in Health
wiley auStralia



AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN  
AUSTRALIAN EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING 2017



The Invisible War: 
A Tale on Two Scales
Briony Barr, Dr Gregory Crocetti, Ailsa Wild et al.
Scale free network

The overall winner raises the bar of excellence in content and method 
for furthering student understanding. The product stands out from 
other products in the market through its writing and layout, designed 
to avoid overloading readers while they are engaged in the story.  
It uses a graphic novel format to engage learners, meet the curriculum 
requirements and achieve educational outcomes. Its innovative 
and original approach to the interpretation of curriculum draws on 
components of history, science and English. The book is a cleverly 
designed cross-curriculum resource, that teaches science through a 
World War I story set in 1916 from the perspective of an Australian 
nurse who served in the field. The Invisible War cleverly tells a dual 
story about the muddy trenches of the Western Front and the hidden 
worlds of microbes inside the human intestine, providing a unique 
approach to this important new area of science.

OVERALL WINNER



PRIMARY 
PUBLISHER OF THE YEAR 2017

SPONSORED BY

origo education
ORIGO Education was established in 1997 when co-founders 
James Burnett and Dr Calvin Irons identified the need to meet 
a growing demand for professional development in mathematics.  
With the vision of making a positive contribution to children’s 
education, James and Calvin began writing and producing mathematics 
resources from a makeshift office in James’ home. 

Today, ORIGO publishes all facets of primary mathematics education: 
from traditional printed products to digital interactive resources and 
professional learning. Their products range from the core curriculum 
to manipulatives. With offices in Brisbane, Australia, St Louis, USA 
and Chiang Mai, Thailand, ORIGO demonstrates a commitment to 
excellence by creating products that inspire and empower teachers and 
students around the world. 



SECONDARY 
PUBLISHER OF THE YEAR 2017

SPONSORED BY

oxford univerSity PreSS
Oxford University Press has operated in Australia and New Zealand 
since 1908, where it publishes learning materials for primary, 
secondary and higher education students, including an extensive 
range of dictionaries. At Oxford University Press, we have a clear 
mission which informs everything we do: to create world-class 
academic and educational resources and services and to make them 
available across the world. 

We share the University's uncompromising standards, defining 
qualities, and belief in the transformative power of education to 
inspire progress and realise human potential. 



Making lifelong 
connections

LearningField brings a breadth of 
digital content from our educational 
publishing partners together to a 
single online platform for schools. 

We give choice to teachers as never 
before, on any device, straight to 
wherever learning happens.

learningfield.com.au

An initiative of the Copyright Agency
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